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This paper presents an efficient semantic service 
discovery scheme called UbiSearch for a large-scale 
ubiquitous computing environment. A semantic service 
discovery network in the semantic vector space is 
proposed where services that are semantically close to 
each other are mapped to nearby positions so that the 
similar services are registered in a cluster of resolvers. 
Using this mapping technique, the search space for a 
query is efficiently confined within a minimized cluster 
region while maintaining high accuracy in comparison to 
the centralized scheme. The proposed semantic service 
discovery network provides a number of novel features to 
evenly distribute service indexes to the resolvers and 
reduce the number of resolvers to visit. Our simulation 
study shows that UbiSearch provides good semantic 
searchability as compared to the centralized indexing 
system. At the same time, it supports scalable semantic 
queries with low communication overhead, balanced load 
distribution among resolvers for service registration and 
query processing, and personalized semantic matching. 
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I. Introduction 

In ubiquitous computing, services are dynamically searched 
and automatically integrated with an application according to 
the user’s context, such as location, activity, preference, and so 
on [1]. With the popularization of network-enabled mobile 
devices and network infrastructures, and the emergence of new 
applications, such as m-commerce or telematics, the scale of 
ubiquitous computing environments has expanded from small 
spaces, such as u-homes or u-offices, to very large spaces, such 
as u-cities or u-metropolises. In such a large-scale ubiquitous 
computing environment, service discovery is the key factor in 
providing appropriate services among all the services that are 
spread over a wide-area network [2], [3].  

Developing a service discovery system for such a large-scale 
ubiquitous computing environment poses several technical 
challenges. First, the system must be scaled to the number of 
available service discovery resolvers. Usually, services are 
registered with more than one service discovery resolver. Since a 
centralized index of services does not exist, these resolvers 
conceptually form a service discovery overlay network which 
allows resolvers to collaborate with each other to efficiently 
discover services. Therefore, as the number of distributed service 
discovery resolvers increases, the communication overhead 
among them needs to be carefully managed.  

The system also needs to update the states of registered 
services. For example, when a traffic monitoring camera 
service detects changes in road traffic conditions, it should 
immediately update its attribute values and report the changes 
to the service discovery system. Load balancing is another 
important issue with the distributed service resolvers. The 
overall performance of the system will significantly degrade 
when frequent service (re)registrations are concentrated on 
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particular resolvers. Therefore, the workload for service 
registration must be distributed and balanced among all the 
resolvers as evenly as possible. 

Also, the system needs to provide semantic queries in 
addition to the keyword-based queries to better support user-
centric ubiquitous computing. Semantic search capability is 
important in terms of providing users with alternative services 
from the currently available services when exactly matching 
services are not available. 

Finally, the system needs to reflect user preferences in 
ranking the candidate services based on a similarity function to 
achieve personalized service discovery. For example, suppose 
a user wants a color printing service in the vicinity, and there 
are two candidate printer services in the network. One is 
located nearby but does not support color printing capability, 
while the other provides color printing but is located farther 
from the user. The resulting service depends on the user 
preference as to which printer service is more suitable.  

Although a number of distributed service discovery systems 
have been proposed in the literature, most of them are designed 
for small-scale domains, such as home and office [4]-[7]. 
Recently, there have been some efforts to address service 
discovery for a large-scale ubiquitous computing environment 
[8]-[10]. These methods have some of the previously 
mentioned features but not all of them. For example, 
INS/Twine system provides good scalability but only supports 
keyword-based matching [8]. Other methods [9], [10] support 
semantic queries, but they do not take into account frequent 
updates of service and registration and query load balancing. 

Therefore, this paper presents an efficient service discovery 
scheme for a large-scale ubiquitous computing environment, 
called UbiSearch, which supports scalable semantic queries 
with low communication overhead and balanced load 
distribution for service registration and query processing.  
Services in the proposed scheme are defined by attribute-value 
pairs (AV-pairs) and the semantic of each attribute is described 
using ontology [11], [12]. The unique feature of UbiSearch is 
the use of a semantic service discovery network in a semantic 
vector space (SVS), where the services are mapped using the 
semantic coordinate vector assigned by their ontology-based 
AV-pairs. In this way, similar services are clustered in the 
semantic service discovery overlay network. Similarly, queries 
for a desired service are also mapped in the same semantic 
space. The cost of identifying the best matching service is 
minimized by searching only the cluster region around the 
location of the query. The size of a region to be searched is 
determined by the semantic distance a user can accept. By 
mapping the services in a semantic space, the search space for 
a query is efficiently confined within a minimized cluster 
region while keeping a high accuracy comparable to the 

centralized scheme. Therefore, the proposed scheme provides 
both scalability and semantic searchability.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
discusses related works. Section III presents the proposed 
UbiSearch system and its major components. In particular, the 
section discusses a semantic coordinate assignment scheme to 
map services into a SVS, a load balancing technique to evenly 
distribute service indexes across service discovery resolvers, and 
an efficient search scheme to minimize the number of resolvers 
to visit. The simulation study is discussed in section IV. Finally, 
conclusion and future work are presented in section V. 

II. Related Work 

Service discovery is a key function to implement context-
aware applications for mobile users in ubiquitous computing 
environments [13]. Many service discovery systems have been 
proposed using a variety of architectures ranging from 
centralized systems to fully distributed overlay systems [4]-
[10], [14]-[23]. 

Systems with centralized service lookup are mainly useful 
for small-scale ubiquitous environments, such as ubiquitous-
homes or ubiquitous-offices [4]-[7], [15]. However, these 
systems are not appropriate for large-scale environments 
because they suffer from single point of failure, the server 
becomes a bottleneck as the registration and query rates 
increase, and they may become potential attack point, such as 
denial-of-service. On the other hand, since all the indexes are 
managed by a single server, it is easy to find the most relevant 
services using a semantic matching scheme with minimal 
communication overhead. 

To avoid the problems of centralized approaches, a number of 
distributed systems have been proposed, where service indexes 
are distributed to multiple resolver nodes and queries are routed 
to the appropriate resolvers. Many of them take advantage of 
techniques such as a distributed hash table (DHT) and Bloom 
Filter developed for P2P information sharing systems [24]-[29].  
They are classified as either structured or unstructured 
approaches based on how the resolvers are organized.  

The unstructured resolver networks do not scale well with 
the number of services and queries as they suffer from index 
and query flooding [17], [18]. To reduce the network 
bandwidth consumption caused by flooding, some techniques, 
such as the use of Bloom Filter gossip information are 
employed [17], [18]. However, they are not sufficient to 
resolve scalability problems and do not guarantee searchability. 
(Searchability means that the relevant services can be retrieved 
if they are available in the network.)  

In hierarchical systems, resolvers are organized in a tree 
structure, where parent resolvers are responsible for all the 
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domains managed by their child resolvers [9], [10], [19]. The 
domains are created based on particular attributes in the service 
description, such as geographical location and service type. 
These approaches are very useful for cases in which services 
are described by hierarchical names, such as DNS. However, 
as (state-updating) registration and query rates increase, the 
higher level resolvers, especially the root resolver, may become 
bottlenecked. If queries involve multiple orthogonal attributes, 
which are not considered when defining domains for each 
resolver, all the responsibilities are imposed on the root resolver.  
In the traffic monitoring service example discussed in section I, 
domains are created based on the geographical locations, and 
resolvers are organized hierarchically by streets, cities, and 
metropolitan levels. Therefore, queries such as “Find all the 
cameras filming the congested cross ways” cannot be handled 
in a scalable manner. 

Hash-based systems use a DHT to form a self-organizing 
structure of resolvers [3], [14], [19]. By hashing a term, such as 
service name or ID, each service is associated with a specific 
resolver. A query message is also routed to the associated 
resolver using the hashed value. Due to the randomness of hash 
functions, DHT-based approaches have good load-balancing 
properties. However, the randomness of hash functions is also 
the main obstacle to the use of DHT-based schemes for semantic 
service discovery because semantic matching is not supported. 

To add semantic searchability while taking the advantages of 
DHT-based schemes, some systems use different mapping 
functions between services and resolvers instead of hash 
functions [21], [22]. For example, the Mercury system supports 
range queries by partitioning the value space into buckets and 
mapping values and ranges to one or more buckets [21].  
However, it does not consider all the attributes when ranking 
services based on their semantic similarity to the given query.  
The work closest to ours is the pSearch system [22], which 
distributes the indexes of documents to the content-addressable 
network (CAN) nodes using classical information retrieval 
algorithms, such as the vector space model (VSM) and latent 
semantic indexing (LSI). However, this technique is difficult to 
employ in a large-scale ubiquitous computing environment due 
to its inherent problems, such as processing cost, central LSI 
computation, and so on. The proposed UbiSearch system is 
different from [22] in that indexes are distributed to the 
semantic space in a distributed fashion using landmark-based 
service coordination and user’s preferences are dynamically 
considered in choosing relevant services. 

III. UbiSearch 

To provide scalable semantic service discovery in a large 
scale ubiquitous computing environment, the service discovery  

 

Fig. 1. Concept of UbiSearch. 
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system has to be able to retrieve the most semantically relevant 
service in the network without searching the entire space. The 
proposed UbiSearch system starts from a very simple idea in 
which semantically similar services are clustered around 
nearby resolvers in a service discovery overlay network so that 
the search space for a given query is efficiently limited. 

Figure 1 depicts the concept of UbiSearch. The semantics of a 
service is represented by the color of a service index, and the 
semantic similarity of two services is measured by the similarity 
of the color of corresponding indexes. Therefore, services are 
clustered based on the colors of their indexes. The services with 
four primary colors such as green, yellow, red and blue are 
registered with the resolvers A, C, I, and G, respectively, which 
are furthest from each other because their semantics are the most 
different from each other. Meanwhile, service indexes with 
compound colors are clustered somewhere between the resolvers 
of primary colors. For example, the indexes with orange color 
are clustered between the resolvers C and I with which yellow 
and red indexes are registered because orange color is more 
similar to yellow and red than to blue and green. 

To realize the proposed idea, the UbiSearch system contains 
the following four components: a service description to 
describe service semantics, a semantic distance function to 
measure similarity between services, a semantic vector space 
to semantically associate services and resolvers, and a semantic 
service discovery network to efficiently route query and 
registration messages to the most appropriate service resolver, 
which is responsible for semantically finding the best match for 
the desired service. 

The following subsections describe each component of 
UbiSearch. 

1. Service and Query Description 

Services and queries can be described by various properties, 
such as type, attributes, functions, and so on. In a small-scale 
ubiquitous computing environment, only type or interface 
name has been used to describe a desired service, as seen in 
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UPnP [4], Jini [5], and Bonjour [30] because few services are 
of the same type in such an environment. However, as the scale 
of the ubiquitous computing environments becomes larger, the 
number of services with the same type in a domain increases. 
In this situation, users want to select the most appropriate 
service among the available services, for example, the closest 
printer among all the printers in a building, or the highest-
definition color printer on the current floor. Therefore, a service 
discovery system needs to provide finer-grained discovery 
results, based on service type or interface name, as well as 
various service attributes. In a ubiquitous computing 
environment, however, there is no guarantee that an exactly 
matching service will be available. When there is no exact 
mach, the service discovery system needs to return a service 
that is most similar to the desired service through semantic 
matching to allow applications to run without disruptions. 

The descriptions of a service and a query in UbiSearch are 
represented as D = (a1v1, a2v2,…, anvn), where ai and vi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)  

represent an attribute and its value, respectively [8], [14].  For 
example, attributes of a multimedia streaming service may 
include title, picture size, required bandwidth, and so on.  

Figure 2 shows an example description for a traffic 
monitoring camera service, which contains the type 
information and three AV-pairs, including location = 
Broadway, traffic state = busy, and road condition = dry.  
Note that only the boldfaced descriptions are used for service 
discovery and type is a special attribute.  

The attributes are assumed to be orthogonal because if two 
attributes are dependent on each other, that relation must be 
reflected in the ontology hierarchy. For example, if there were 
two attributes city and street instead of a single attribute 
location, these two attributes are dependent on each other; that  
 

 

Fig. 2. Service description for traffic monitoring camera. 

<service> 
<id> TC1004</id> 
<type>  

<name> Traffic Monitoring Camera </name> 
</type>   
<attributes> 

<attribute>  
               <name> location </name> 
               <value> Broadway </value> 
         </attribute> 
         <attribute> 
                <name> traffic state </name> 
                <value> busy </value> 
         </attribute> 
         <attribute> 
                <name> road condition </name> 
                <value> dry </value> 
         </attribute> 
     </attributes> 
     <interfaces> 
         … 
     </interfaces> 
      … 
</service> 

 

is, Broadway is included in New York City. However, this 
relation is already expressed in the location ontology hierarchy.  
Therefore, the two attributes, city and street, can be merged into 
a single attribute, location.  

In order to support semantic queries, each value of the AV-
pairs is described in a well-defined ontology, which provides 
information about the semantic relations among the concepts.  
There has been a great deal of ontology research reported in an 
effort to support semantic service discovery [3], [9], [10], [15], 
[31], [32]. Out of various semantic relations in ontology, the two 
most essential semantic relations, ‘is-a’ and ‘part-of’ relations, 
are used. Thus, each value is assumed to have either of these two 
relations. Moreover, the ontology trees are assumed to be shared 
by all the nodes including service resolvers, service providers, 
and clients. Thus, nodes are aware of which type of ontology 
should be used to describe the services to be registered or queried.  

Note that it is also possible to use other properties, such as 
provider information, access protocols, and so on, which can 
be described in a service description file. The service semantics 
is described as attributes by service developers, and access 
protocols can also be described as one of the attributes 
provided the service developer which is deemed necessary to 
describe the service semantics. If two services are of the same 
type, they have the same attribute sets. 

2. Semantic Distance Function 

In order to determine the semantic distance between two 
services, a similarity function first needs to be defined between 
two concepts, c1 and c2, which represent attributes in an 
ontology tree. In a prior work, several similarity measuring 
strategies were compared based on a hierarchically structured 
semantic network similar to the ones shown in Fig. 3 [33].  
They show that the following similarity measure, Sim(c1, c2), 
gives the best results: 
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where l is the length of the shortest path between c1 and c2 in the 
semantic tree, and h is the level of the tree of the direct 
common subsumer from c1 and c2, and α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0 are 
parameters scaling the contribution of the shortest path length 
and depth, respectively. According to their benchmark tests, the 
optimal parameters are α = 0.2 and β = 0.6. In this paper, we do 
not focus on how to design a similarity function. The optimal 
similarity function can be different depending on application 
domains. The purpose of UbiSearch is to retrieve the relevant 
services to the given query when an appropriate similarity 
function is given.  
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Fig. 3. Examples of ontology hierarchy for locations and traffic
states. The arrows represent subsumption relationships. 
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The intuition behind (1) is that the semantic similarity is 
governed by the depth of the subsumer as well as the shortest 
path between two concepts. This is because the concepts at 
upper levels in a hierarchically structured semantic network 
aremore general and semantically less similar than concepts at 
lower levels. Therefore, the semantic distance function 
between two services S1 and S2 is defined as 

2
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where n is the number of attributes, vi1 and vi2 are the values of 
attribute ai of service S1 and S2, respectively, and ωi is the 
weighting factor for attribute ai given by a user during query 
request where ∑ ωi is n.  

In practice, the similarity between two services is determined 
based on user preferences. For instance, when measuring the 
similarity between two printer services, some users may consider 
the locational proximity of printers to be the most important, 
while other users may consider printing speed to be the most 
important. By defining a weighting factor ωi for each attribute of a 
desired service, users can apply their preferences to measure 
similarity. However, when locating a service in a vector space, the 
semantic distance function D(S1,S2) with all  ωi = 1 should be 
used because every user should share the common vector space. 

3. Semantic Vector Space 

In order for semantically similar services to be registered 
with nearby resolvers, a semantic association method is needed 
to link a service and its corresponding resolver according to its 
semantics. As a semantic association tool between them, we 

introduce an n-dimensional vector space called SVS in which 
the similarity between two services can be approximated by 
measuring the distance between the two points, that is, the 
semantic distance of two services is proportional to the distance.  

Services and queries are assigned to the points in SVS by the 
semantic mapping function. The semantic mapping function 
should semantically map similar services onto nearby positions 
in SVS; that is, the more similar two service’s semantics, the 
closer the corresponding positions. This will be described in 
more detail in section II.5. 

4. Semantic Service Discovery Network 

UbiSearch uses a semantic service discovery network 
(SSDN) to efficiently route query and registration messages. 
Given a semantic query, an SSDN has to be able to retrieve the 
most semantically relevant service in the network without 
searching the entire space. To achieve this goal, SSDN 
provides several novel mechanisms for registering services 
with nearby resolvers in the network and efficiently routing the 
registration and query messages with high scalability.   

The CAN, which is a P2P network with a DHT [24], is used to 
organize the resolvers and route messages. A DHT-based network 
has many advantages, such as high scalability, load balancing, 
logarithmic hop routing, fault tolerance, and self-organizing 
capability [24]-[28]. A DHT provides the same functionality as a 
traditional hash table by storing the mapping between a key and a 
value. Using hash-table interfaces put (key, value) and get (key), 
values are stored at the live overlay node(s) and retrieved from the 
overlay node(s) where values can be objects of any type. We chose 
CAN because it supports multi-dimensional space, which is the 
underlying space for the proposed method. However, UbiSearch is 
different from CAN in that it organizes the services in the vector 
space based on their semantic distance instead of randomly 
organizing them. Moreover, resolver nodes are bootstrapped using 
the coordinates of a local service as a bootstrapping key rather than 
a random key. Note that UbiSearch system only uses CAN as a 
message routing tool. 

The resolvers are located in an n-dimensional virtual vector 
space with each having its own distinct zone in the space.  
The zones split or merge whenever resolvers join or leave. A 
service is assigned coordinates in the vector space based on its 
semantics. Semantically similar services are mapped onto 
nearby positions; thus, the more similar two services’ semantics 
are, the closer the corresponding positions in SVS. A service is 
registered with a resolver if the coordinate of the service falls 
into the resolver’s zone.  

Services and queries are routed to a resolver according to 
their semantic coordinates. Figure 4 shows an example of 
service registration and search in SSDN. When a client  
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Fig. 4. Service registration and search in a two-dimensional
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requests registration for service S1 with the resolver N10, N10 
generates the semantic coordinate of S1 and its corresponding 
point, PS1, and routes the registration message to the 
corresponding position. The registration message for service S1 is 
routed to the resolver N8, which manages the zone that includes 
PS1. Then, the resolver N8 stores the index of service S1 and is 
responsible for providing information about it. Similarly, the 
query message for service S2 with semantic distance dS2 is routed 
to node N8, which is also responsible for the zone containing 
point PS2 of S2 as depicted the shaded region in Fig. 4. When the 
resolver N8 fails to find the appropriate services, the query 
message is routed to an adjacent resolver, namely, N7 or N9 in this 
example, which shares the same region with radius dS2 from PS2.  

The value of dS2 is determined by the maximum dissimilarity 
a user can accept. When a user requests service discovery, a 
value dS2 (0 ≤ dS2 ≤ |SVS|) which specifies the service 
dissimilarity to the desired service S2 is defined. Services with 
values greater than dS2 are implied to be useless and, thus, 
neglected. The distance between two points in SVS is counter-
proportional to the similarity between the two services by the 
nature of SVS. Therefore, a service can be identified without 
searching the entire space. 

The following subsections provide detailed descriptions of 
the generation of semantic coordinates for services, the 
distribution of service registration and the query processing 
load, and an efficient search scheme to minimize the number of 
service resolvers that need to be visited.        

5. Semantic Coordinates 

The basic idea behind semantic coordination is to assign 
each service a coordinate value, such that the Euclidean 
distance between two coordinates approximates the semantic 
distance between the two services. Using this scheme, services 
that are semantically close to each other are mapped to nearby 
positions in SVS. 

Figure 5 shows the measured semantic distances d1 = S1 - S2, 
d2 = S2 - S3, and d3 = S1 - S3. Based on these distances, a two- 
dimensional vector set is assigned to each service as a set of  

 

Fig. 5. Semantic coordination. 
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coordinates. The semantic distance dS is approximated by the 
Euclidean distance: ds(S1, S2) ≈∥x1-x2∥. 

The problem of calculating a coordinate based on the inter-
object distances (in our case, the semantic distances among 
services) is called the embedding problem [34], which is 
defined as follows. 

• A metric space is defined by (X, d), where X is a set, and d 
is a metric, that is, a distance function which satisfies 
symmetry, positive definiteness, and triangle inequality.   

• A Euclidean space Rn is a metric space (Y, δ), where Y is a 
vector set and δ is the Euclidean norm, that is, d(x1, x2) =  
∥x1 - x2∥. 

• An embedding is a mapping φ: X  Rn . 

Given some X, d, and n, we seek an accurate embedding, 
that is, a φ with δ(φ(x1), φ(x2)) ≈ d(x1, x2) for all x1 and x2 in X. 
The challenge is to minimize errors between the measured 
distance and estimated distance. 

Although various embedding schemes have been proposed 
[35]-[39], we apply Lipschitz embedding for semantic service 
coordination due to its simplicity and speed [34]. It is based on the 
idea that two close objects in a metric space are typically located 
at similar distances from other objects so that two nearby points in 
the original metric space have very similar coordinate vectors.  

In order to utilize Lipschitz embedding for a semantic service 
coordination, a set L ⊂ X, where X is a service set and 
L = {l1, l2,…, ln}, is first defined. Services in the set L are called 
landmark services and every service type has its own landmark 
service set defined by a landmark generation function whose 
inputs are ontology trees for each attribute of a service type.  
For a given distance function d, the Lipschitz embedding with 
respect to L is the mapping, such that φ(x) = [d(x, l1), d(x, l2),…, 
d(x, ln)], where |L| = n, and the mapping is onto the vector space 
Rn, where n is dimensionality of a coordinate vector. In other 
words, to obtain the coordinate vector xi ∈ Rn for service Si, 
the j-th component of xi is set to the measured distance between 
service Si and landmark service j, for j=1,…, n. In general, the 
accuracy of the coordination improves as the number of 
landmarks increases.  

Figure 6 shows an example of Lipschitz embedding for  
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Fig. 6. Lipschitz embedding for service coordinate. 
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service coordination when n = 3, where L1, L2, and L3 are a set 
of landmark services for a given service type of either S1 or S2, 
and S1 has distances x1, y1, and z1 to landmark services L1, L2 
and L3, respectively. Similarly, S2 has x2, y2, and z2. The 
distance is measured using a semantic distance function D 
defined by (2). As previously mentioned, the semantic distance 
function D(S1,S2) with all ωi = 1 is used because every user 
should share the common vector space. 

The distance sets (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) are assigned to 
service S1 and S2 as coordinates. If S1 and S2 are very similar, 
they will have similar distance sets from the services L1, L2 and 
L3; in other words, the distance sets (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) 
are very similar. 

6. Balanced Index Distribution  

In order for resolvers in SSDN to evenly share the service 
registration and query processing load, service indexes need to 
be evenly distributed among the resolvers. In CAN, the nodes 
are randomly bootstrapped and the indexes are registered with a 
node using keys generated by a hash function, which evenly 
disperses service indexes among all the resolvers in the network. 

However, service registration using semantic coordinates 
may lead to unbalanced index distribution. The coordinates of a 
service tend to be mapped towards the middle of the entire 
vector space because they are generated based on the distances 
to a set of landmarks as shown in (2). 

To resolve unbalanced index distribution, the local service’s 
coordinates are used as a bootstrapping key instead of the 
random bootstrapping key used in CAN. Thus, a resolver 
node that joins the UbiSearch network randomly selects one 
of the locally registered services and calculates its coordinates. 
The resolver node then sends a join-request message 
containing the coordinates. A join-request message is routed 
according to the coordinates, and finally, it arrives at a 
UbiSearch node in a zone defined by the coordinates. After 
receiving the join-request message, the resolver node divides 
its zone into two smaller zones and assigns one of the zones 
to the join-request sender.   

 

Fig. 7. Index distribution of UbiSearch. 
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Fig. 8. Effect of index distribution as varying dimensionality of 
the semantic space. 
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As this process is repeated, the size of zones is adjusted to the 
density of indexes, and the denser the index population of a 
region, the smaller zones into which the region is split.  

Figure 7 shows the index distribution of UbiSearch for a 
network of 5 dimensions and 5,000 nodes. The number of 
service indexes is 50,000. Nodes are arranged in decreasing 
order according to the number of indexes they have.  

The Randboot-RandReg curve shows the index distribution 
when random node bootstrapping and random registration are 
used and implies the ideal index distribution case. Due to the 
randomness, the curve tends to be round-shaped. However, as 
the number of indexes increases, the shape of the curve 
becomes straighter. For the Randboot-SemReg line, nodes are 
randomly bootstrapped and a service index is registered 
according to its semantic coordinates. In this case, 5% of the 
nodes contain 98% of the indexes. For UbiSearch, nodes are 
bootstrapped according to the coordinates of a randomly 
selected local service, and this results in a similar shaped curve 
as that in Randboot-RandReg. 

We observe that our local service based on node 
bootstrapping provides similar load balancing improvement 
compared to the original CAN. Figure 8 shows the effect of 
index distribution as the dimensions of the semantic space vary 
with 5,000 nodes. The index distribution becomes unbalanced 
because the size of each zone becomes larger as the dimensions 
of the semantic space increase, so the populated zone cannot be 
subdivided into smaller zones. In general, the high 
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dimensionality improves the discovery accuracy, and at the 
same time, it may lead to unbalanced index distribution.  

7. Minimization of Search Space 

In this section, we describe the mismatch problem between 
semantic distance in SVS and semantic similarity on the user 
side. This causes the system to visit more resolvers to retrieve 
semantically matching services. We also describe a query 
propagation technique to reduce the number of resolvers to 
visit. 

A. Mismatch between Semantic Distance and Semantic 
Similarity 

UbiSearch uses semantic distance functions with different 
weights to build a semantic vector space and measure the 
similarity between a user’s query and registered services. A 
SVS is built based on the distances to a set of landmarks 
according to (2), where the user preference for each attribute 
remains the same, that is, all ω i  =  1. However, since users 
have their own preferences regarding each service attribute, the 
semantic distance function D for measuring service similarity 
will have different weighting factors ωi for different users.  
During the query request, a user assigns a weighting factor ωi 
for each attribute ranging from 1 to 10 according to his/her 
preferences in measuring semantic similarity. Then, the 
weighting factors are normalized so that ∑ ωi is n.   

Although there is a strong relationship between the 
similarities of two services and the distance in SVS, there is a 
mismatch because different distance functions are used to 
measure similarity on the user side. This means that even if two 
services are located at the same distance from the querying 
resolver node in SVS, the measured similarities on the user side 
could be very different. This requires the search range to be 
expanded, increasing the number of resolvers that need to be 
visited. The following subsection describes how to reduce the 
number of resolvers to visit to find the services relevant to the 
given query. 

B. Reducing the Number of Resolvers to Visit 

There is a trade-off between the number of nodes to visit and 
the number of nodes with which services are actually stored.  
When services in a network frequently join and leave, 
requiring the states to be frequently updated, multiple service 
registrations cause a large overhead in terms of network 
bandwidth and (re)registration message processing at each 
resolver node. In order to reduce the number of resolvers to 
visit, the following two techniques are adopted to discover 
semantically matching services: one-hop replication [23] and  

 

Fig. 9. Example of query spreading. 
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intelligent query propagation. 

The one-hop replication scheme allows a service index to be 
registered with multiple resolver nodes. This is done by first 
registering an index with a revolver and then forwarding the 
registration to its one-hop neighbor resolvers. This way the 
indexes are shared among one-hop neighbors, and the number 
of resolvers to visit can be reduced because the neighbor 
resolver nodes that have better indexes can be identified 
without visiting them. 

The intelligent query propagation technique addresses the 
problem of efficiently routing query messages to find the 
services in the network. When a query message arrives at a 
resolver node, the search process starts by routing the query 
message to its neighbor nodes until the service is identified. If 
the search range is expanded in a ring fashion, the number of 
nodes visited increases exponentially as the dimensions of the 
search space increases. To resolve this problem, the relevance 
of services in the given node is used to determine how a query 
message should be forwarded. 

Figure 9 shows an example of query propagation, where the 
rectangles represent the zones in an SVS with each zone 
containing a resolver node. Suppose that a user wants to find 
the top-k services that are most similar to the query description.  
A set of weighting factors ωi for the semantic distance function 
is attached to the query message to define similarity based on 
user preference.  

The search starts at node q whose zone is defined by the 
coordinates of the query. The query message is forwarded to its 
one-hop neighbor nodes a, b, c, and d. Each of these nodes 
ranks the stored indexes according to the semantic distance 
function based on the user defined weighting factors ωj. The 
neighbor nodes a to d send top-k indexes to node q with their 
neighbor list. Note that nodes a to d have their own indexes, 
their neighbor’s indexes, and indexes that have been shared 
among one-hop neighbors. Then, node q aggregates the 
returned indexes with its own and selects new top-k indexes.  
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If the returned indexes from the neighbor nodes overlap with 
the new top-k generated by node q, the query message is first 
forwarded to the neighbor’s neighbors who hold the 
overlapping indexes. For example, since node d has 
overlapping indexes, which are registered with nodes e and f, 
the query message is forwarded to nodes e and f. When top-k 
indexes from nodes e and f are returned to node q, a new set of 
top-k indexes is generated again and the process repeats. The 
message is not sent to nodes that have already received the 
same message. The search process terminates when the new 
set of top-k indexes is better than the previous top-k, and the 
final top-k results are returned to the user. 

IV. Simulation 

In order to study the performance of UbiSearch, a simulator 
was developed using PlanetSim, an object-oriented simulation 
framework for overlay networks and services [40]. PlanetSim 
was developed in Java language and it clearly distinguishes 
between overlay algorithms, such as key-based routing and the 
applications built on top of them.  

For the simulation study, the following three metrics are 
observed: the accuracy of search results compared with the 
centralized indexing scheme, the number of visited resolvers as 
a function of dimensions of the semantic space, and the 
efficiency of service ranking reflecting user preference. 

1. Simulation Environment 

The simulation study assumes that 2,000 resolvers form an 
SSDN. Two sets of indexes of sizes 20,000 and 100 are used to 
specify the number resources and queries, respectively. The 
number of AV-pairs for a resource description varies from 4 to 
7. Each attribute can take 2l+1-2 values from the corresponding 
ontology tree whose concepts are organized as a binary tree 
with depth l = 4, 5, 6. The number of landmarks used for 
dimensionality reduction varies between 3 and 10. The 
descriptions of landmark services are randomly generated, 
except for the value taken from the leaf node of the ontology 
hierarchy tree, in order to distribute the landmark coordinates 
as evenly as possible. The top 20 services from the centralized 
indexing scheme are assumed to be relevant. The returned 
number of services varies from 10 to 40. The weighting factor 
ωi for each attribute in semantic distance function is randomly 
generated from a range of 1 to 10. 

Table 1 shows the parameters used in the simulation. The 
attribute values for queries are assumed to be evenly distributed 
to each concept level in the ontology hierarchy because the 
users may use unspecific concepts for a query during a 
semantic search. 

Table 1. Simulation parameters. 

 Description Value 

N Number of resolvers 2,000 

s Number of services 20,000 

a 
Number of AV-pairs for a service 

description 4 to 7 

l Depth of ontology tree 4 to 6 

v Number of values of each attribute 2l+1–2 

d Number of dimensions  3 to 10 

q Number of queries 100 

k Number of relevant services 20 

r Number of returned services 5 to 30 

ωi Weighting factors for each attribute 1 to 10 

 

 
2. Evaluation for Accuracy 

The accuracy of search results is defined by two factors, 
precision and recall. Precision is defined as the ratio of the 
number of relevant indexes retrieved to the total number of 
irrelevant and relevant indexes retrieved. On the other hand, 
Recall is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant 
indexes retrieved to the total number of relevant indexes in 
the system.  

If all the service indexes are stored in a single resolver in a 
centralized manner, they are sorted in increasing order 
according to the given semantic distance function and query. 
The top-k indexes are regarded as the indexes for the relevant 
services, that is, semantically matched services. These indexes 
are referred to as set A. Then, j indexes are retrieved for the 
same semantic distance function and query using UbiSearh.  
These returned indexes are referred to as set B. The recall (R) 
and precision (P) are then defined as 

| | | |,
| | | |

A B A BR P
A B
∩ ∩

= = . 

A. Varying the Number of Returned Services 

We first examine how the recall and precision change as a 
function of the number of returned services. In the simulation, 
services are described with four attributes and the depth of 
ontology trees for each attribute is five. We use the number of 
returned services r = {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} and k = 20. The top 
20 services are assumed to be returned from the centralized 
resolver and are regarded as a relevant service set. 

Figure 10 shows the percentage of recall as a function of the 
number of returned services r and the network dimension d. As  
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Fig. 10. Comparison of recalls as function of the number of
returned services with a = 4 and l = 5. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of precisions as function of the number of
returned services with a = 4 and l = 5. 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the numbers of visited nodes as function
of the number of returned services with a = 4 and l = 5.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the numbers of visited nodes to return
one relevant service as function of the number of
returned services with a = 4 and l = 5. 
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can be seen, the percentage of recall increases sharply when r is 
small and starts to level off after r reaches k. Figure 11 shows 
precision as a function of varying r and d. Contrary to recall, 
precision decreases very slowly as r increases until r reaches k 
and then decrease sharply beyond k. These results show that 
when r < k, most of the returned services are relevant services.  
This means r does not need to exceed k unless a user wants to 
find a large number of relevant services. When r = 5, the 
precision for all dimensions is over 99%. When r = 20 and d = 
7, both precision and recall are 91.1%. As a reference, recall 
and precision are usually inversely related. If k = r, the values 
of precision and recall are the same by definition. Therefore, 
the term accuracy is used here to mean both precision and 
recall when k = r. 

There is a strong relationship between the number of 
visited nodes and the accuracy of the discovery results. Figure 
12 shows the effect of returned services on the number of 
visited nodes. As r increases, the number of visited nodes also 
increases linearly. This is because as r becomes larger, the 
possibility for the neighbor nodes to have top-r services 
becomes higher and the query is forwarded to them. As the 
number of dimensions increases, the number of visited nodes 
increases because the number of neighbor nodes also 
increases.  

Meanwhile, the number of visited nodes required to return 
one relevant service decreases as r increases. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 13. When d = 7, the average number of visited resolver 
nodes to return 5 services is only 1.17% of the total resolver 
nodes. On average, 0.23% of the total resolver nodes need to 
be visited to return one relevant service. Almost all of the 
returned services are relevant services. When r increases to 20, 
2.52% of the total nodes are visited and 0.14% of the total 
nodes are needed to return one relevant service. However, only 
91.1% of the returned services are relevant. If the number of 
returned services exceeds the number of relevant services, the 
average number of visited nodes to return one relevant service 
increases again.  

B. Varying the Number of Attributes and Ontology Depth 

We next evaluate the accuracy as varying the number of 
service attributes a and ontology depth l. Figure 14 shows the 
effect on the accuracy when varying a. As a increases, the 
accuracy decreases. Figure 15 shows that as the depth of the 
ontology tree increases, the accuracy also decreases. As a and l 
become larger, the more sharply the accuracy decreases. This is 
because when d is constant, the quality of semantic 
coordination is dependent on the number of possible 
descriptions of a service. Therefore, the accuracy decreases 
sharply as a and l increase. Note that the number of possible 
service descriptions increases exponentially when a or l  
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Fig. 14. Accuracy comparison as function of the number of
service attributes with l = 5. 
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Fig. 15. Accuracy comparison as function of the depth of
ontology trees with a = 4. 
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Fig. 16. Accuracy comparison as function of the number of
dimensions with l = 5. 
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Fig. 17. Accuracy comparison as function of the number of
dimensions with a = 4. 
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increases by 1. As d increases, the degree of accuracy decrease 
is reduced. For instance, the accuracy decreases from 95.5% to 
93.1% when d = 10 and a =4, and l changes from 4 to 6, but it 
decreases from 86.0% to 52.9% when d = 3 and a = 4. 
Similarly, when d = 10 and l =5 and a changes from 4 to 7, the 
accuracy decreases from 93.5% to 89%. The accuracy 
decreases from 76.4% to 50.2% when d = 3. 

C. Varying the Number of Dimensions 

Figures 16 and 17 compare the accuracy when varying the  
number of dimensions with l = 5 and a = 4. Actually, they are 
made with the same data as in Figs. 14 and 15 to show how the 
accuracy improves as d increases; however, the accuracy 
increases quickly at first, and the degree of improvement 
gradually decreases. When d is greater than 7, there is only a 
very small improvement. This implies that the optimal number 
of dimensions is around 7. We obtained similar results from 
simulations with different parameters. 

3. Evaluation for Query Forwarding Scheme 

We evaluated the performance of our query forwarding 
scheme based on the service relevance for the purpose of 
reducing the number of nodes to be visited. To validate the 
efficiency of the proposed scheme, we compared it with the 
ring search scheme in terms of visited nodes until the same 
accuracies were achieved. Figure 18 shows the accuracy 
variations as the number of visited nodes increases using the 
ring search scheme. It seems that the accuracies are almost the 
same regardless of the number of dimensions used in the 
UbiSearch overlay network configuration; however, on closer 
examination, we can see that the accuracy improves little by 
little as the number of dimensions decreases. This is because as 
the number of dimensions increases, the more neighbor nodes 
are located within similar distances while a service is mapped 
onto SVS more accurately. 

Figures 10 to 12 show that when d = 7 and r = 20, we  
 

 

Fig. 18. Accuracy comparison as function of the number of 
visited nodes using the ring search scheme with a =4 
and l=5. 
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achieve 91.1% accuracy by visiting only 2.52% of the total 
nodes using the proposed scheme. Figure 18 shows that the 
ring search scheme requires 14.3% of nodes to be visited to 
obtain the same accuracy. This means that the proposed 
scheme reduces the number of visited nodes by 17.6% 
compared to that of the ring search scheme. We also obtain 
similar results with different parameters. 

V. Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper presented an efficient semantic service discovery 
scheme for large-scale ubiquitous computing environments 
which supports scalable semantic queries with low 
communication overhead, balanced load distribution among 
resolvers for service registration and query processing, and 
personalized semantic matching. 

Services are semantically defined using ontology-based 
attribute-value pairs and the semantic similarity between them 
is measured by the personalized semantic distance function. 
We modeled a semantic service discovery network on the 
semantic vector space where the services are mapped using a 
semantic coordinate vector assigned by the landmark-based 
semantic coordination scheme. The semantic space is divided 
into semantic zones which are allocated to the resolvers. 
Services are registered with a resolver, which contains their 
semantic coordinates. Similarly, queries for a desired service 
are also mapped in the same semantic space. Thus, services 
semantically close to each other are mapped to nearby 
positions so that the similar services are registered in a cluster 
of resolvers. Using this mapping technique, the search space 
for a query is efficiently confined within a minimized cluster 
region while keeping a high accuracy comparable to the 
centralized scheme.  

We also proposed techniques to evenly distribute service 
indexes to the resolvers and reduce the number of resolvers to 
visit. Our simulation results demonstrated that UbiSearch 
provides good semantic searchability comparable to a 
centralized indexing system while maintaining scalability, low 
communication overhead, load balancing among resolvers, and 
preference-based semantic matching. 

Our future work will include the use of other similarity 
measuring techniques and ontology sets in the proposed system. 
Investigation of the effect of skewed service distribution and 
query patterns as well as enhancement of our scheme for 
MANET would be also important. 
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